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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Melissa A program review is a really big undertaking, so I just wanted to start off by acknowledging all of the support and hard work of everyone in our department. Particularly all of the members of our curriculum committee that have led this review, and Danny Braun from the Office of teaching and learning who has facilitated this process. 



Outline
1. Post-secondary Program Review

2. MacEwan’s Biology program

3. Our Program Review Process and 
Progress

4. Challenges, Benefits, and 
Recommendations

Presenter
Presentation Notes
DannyThe Department of Biological Sciences initiated a comprehensive program review in 2017 and we are here today to talk about why and how we did this, along with highlighting some of the challenges, benefits and providing some recommendations for programs elsewhere that may be considering a similar effort. 



Starting points
Outcomes-based education, and metrics

Learner-centred pedagogy

Learning outcomes 

Who defines ‘evidence’?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
DannyTheme of this slide is the basis of all this – that outcomes-based post-secondary is not the boogeymanStart with what Learner Centred means“Outcomes based education” is the new normal“Outcomes based education” can be misused“Outcomes based education” is currently the best framework for learner-centred pedagogy



We define evidence
Cyclical program review is standard, post-
secondary practice, elsewhere

Teaching and Learning Centres will support
program reviews

Do it first, do it proactively, do it yourself  –
before someone does it for you

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Danny



Learning Outcomes

Institution
Degree

Program

Course

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Danny – Discuss hierarchy of learning outcomes more broadly )Relationship between ILOS, PLOs for degree programs, and PLOs for majors,  often learning outcome development is top down - the institution has learning outcomes that reflect the learning priorities of the university – these are linked to degree-level learning outcomes, and then a department may create more specific learning outcomes that are aligned with these higher level learning goalsMelissa (Highlights of Learning Outcome development at MacEwan)MacEwan is really just beginning to embrace learning outcomes so things haven't been quite as systematic as might be considered ideal. At the course level, learning outcomes have been required on syllabi for a very long time. However, these rarely follow any kind of pedagogical best practices as far as what a learning outcome should be or how it should be usedAt the program level Biological Sciences was the first department in our faculty to approve PLOs, but some other departments are now also doing thisAt the degree level we do not have learning outcomes, but an ad hoc committee has just been formed and tasked with developing these over the coming academic year – At the institutional level learning outcomes have recently been approved, but not yet shared widelySo overall it is clear that the institution is working toward having learning outcomes at all levels of the institution 



Biological Sciences
2007 - BSc degree proposal with Biology 
Major approved

• 2 year university transfer program, 14 courses

• 9 full-time faculty, 2.5 technicians

• First BSc graduates 2012

Current program overview
• ~300 majors (competitive declaration after second 

year), 56 courses

• 25 full-time faculty, 5 technicians

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Melissa – I wanted to give an overview of our program to provide some context for why we thought now was a good time for this program reviewWe were originally a University Transfer Program in what was formerly Grant MacEwan Community CollegeStudents could complete their first two years with us, prior to transferring to another university to complete their degreeIn 2007 a proposal for a Bachelor of Science Degree was approved, and this included a Biology major. At this time we offered 14 different courses and our department consisted of 9 ft faculty, 2.5 techniciansCelebrated our first graduates in 2012Since offering our major, demand has really exceeded all expectations. We have more students, faculty, and courses than were in the original degree plan.We had to introduce a competitive major in 2017 to manage enrollmentWe now have 25 ft faculty, 5 technicians, and have ~300 majors in third and fourth year. Our program is truly at capacity – we are now only hiring for replacement, and new course development must be accommodated within existing resourcesWhat I really want to emphasize here is that our program has expanded dramatically over the last ten yearsAnd we have reached a stage in our development where it seemed appropriate to step back and reflect on the program more wholistically through a program review



Program Review Process

Phase I: PLO development & Curriculum Mapping

Role of  Department Curriculum Committee

CONSULTATION
Department

SYNTHESIS
Curriculum 
Committee

CURRICULUM 
MAPPING

Department

RECOMMENDATIONS
Curriculum Committee

Presenter
Presentation Notes
MelissaThe first phase of the Program Review was initiated in 2017. The goal of this process was to clearly articulate our learning goals for our students, and have a better understanding of how we were currently supporting those learning goals in our programOur Department Curriculum Committee was tasked with leading this review, and this committee reports to our Department Council which was ultimately responsible for approving everyting. 



Phase I: PLO development & 
Curriculum Mapping

November 2017 – Department *Retreat*

CONSULTATION
Department

Presenter
Presentation Notes
DannyThe review began in November 2017 (I checked the date and this is accurate) when we came together for a full day as a department to brainstorm together about what the key skills and knowledge that students should have by the time they graduated with a major in biological sciences. We really tried to avoid getting bogged down in content and detail and focus on the broader things we want all graduates to take away from the program. Danny facilitated All faculty including sessional and extended sessional were invited to attendThis initial meeting generated a lot of feedbackExternal, objective facilitator (with prior experience running such meetings, and knowing the potential challenges)reduces rabbit-holesbuilding buy-in



Phase I: PLO development & 
Curriculum Mapping

November 2017 – February 2018
Mission Statement
“The organization’s purpose and it’s overall intention”

Value Statement 
“Core principals that guide and direct the organization and 
its culture”

Program Learning Outcomes (6, +13 sub-outcomes)

CONSULTATION
Department

SYNTHESIS
Curriculum 
Committee

Presenter
Presentation Notes
MelissaThe next stage involved taking all of the feedback from that department-wide meeting and trying to synthesize it into a set of 5-7 program learning outcomes. Curriculum committee organized a series of meetings to accomplish this between November and February.When we reviewed the feedback we realized that what we had consultation went beyond just learning outcomes. Faculty were speaking to who we were, what we valued, and what we aspired to be, we recognized that we also needed a mission statement to capture our purpose and aspirations, and a value statement to capture our core principals. In February 2018 the statements and PLOs were approved by Department Council. We had unanimous agreement at that time that the PLOs captured the critical skills and knowledge that our graduates should attain from graduating with a major in biological sciences.



Upon completion of a BSc with a Major in 
Biological Sciences, a student should be able 
to:
1. Independently acquire and integrate biological knowledge

2. Evaluate biological research

3. Demonstrate competency in standard lab/field techniques

4. Apply biological knowledge

5. Effectively communicate biological concepts using a 
variety of  media

6. Engage in professional conduct

Presenter
Presentation Notes
MelissaThese were the broad learning outcomes that we arrived at and each had between 2-4 suboutcomes that provided more clarity on what we wanted the program to achieveRead these



Phase I: PLO development & 
Curriculum Mapping

April 2018
In this course, was the PLO:

• Introduced?
• Developed?
• Or did students achieve proficiency?

CONSULTATION
Department

SYNTHESIS
Curriculum 
Committee

CURRICULUM 
MAPPING

Department

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Danny:Describe processI think it is important to emphasize that proficiency means what we would expect for most graduates (proficiency is hard for faculty because graduates aren’t really proficient in the way we see proficiency)Do we want a slide that shows what the curriculum map looks like?  I feel like it would be interesting just to get a sense of how we laid it out



Presenter
Presentation Notes
DannyJust to give you a general sense of what this curriculum map looks like, we listed every course in the program and identified and color coded where PLOs with I,D or P.



Phase I: PLO development & 
Curriculum Mapping

Identification of  misalignments and gaps in PLO delivery

Report to Department Council September 2018

CONSULTATION
Department

SYNTHESIS
Curriculum 
Committee

CURRICULUM 
MAPPING

Department

RECOMMENDATIONS
Curriculum Committee

Presenter
Presentation Notes
MelissaIt was then Curriculum Committee's task to analyse this Curriculum Map in detail and look for misalingments or gaps. Examples of misalignments could be where a PLO was being developed without first being introduced in a pre-requisite course, or a situation where a student was expected to be proficient in in a fourth-year course, but the PLO had not been adequately developed previous to thatWhereas gaps were where  PLOs just weren't being addressed adequatelyCurriculum committee tried to consider the unique paths students might take through the program and whether there were possible paths that might mean that students did not get sufficient exposure to particular PLOsFinally Curriculum committee submitted a comprehensive report to Department Council in September 2018 of their analysis which included a set of specific recommendations for the second phase of the program review 



Phase II: CLOs and Program 
Revision
• Curriculum Committee Terms of  

Reference – 5 year plan and 
guidelines

• Course learning outcome revision
• Recommend and implement new 

course development, course 
redevelopment, course revision

• Revise and review curriculum map

In progress

Presenter
Presentation Notes
MelissaThe second phase was really about acting on the deficiencies the Curriculum Map revealed and working to engage all faculty in the department in enhancing our PLO deliveryThis phase is ongoing, but I’ll give you a quick summary of what we have done so far- The CC revised its terms of reference to be responsible for carrying out a program review every five years. We also created a set of guidelines including a suggested timeline so that when this is done if a different group of people are in charge things may be more efficient.We have tasked faculty in the department to revise their course learning outcomes to align with Program learning outcomes, and also to reflect on the role their course is playing in PLO delivery and whether any revision to their course might better support student learning given these newly articulated learning goals. We have supported faculty in doing this by having Danny run two workshops for the department, and we also scheduled short 30 minute one on one meetings with Danny to help faculty do thisThe MCS for almost every course in our program has now been revised and approved by Curriculum Committee earlier this week. Curriculum committee has identified recommendations for changes to courses and potential new course development to address gaps and misalignments and this work will be pursued over the next academic yearWe are keeping the curriculum map current and ultimately will do another review of this map to consider whether the changes implemented have addressed the gaps and misalignments identified in the initial review



Challenges

• Not getting 
bogged down in the 
detail

• Communication

• Workload

• Thinking beyond the 
next stage & 
sustaining 
meaningful change 
(Phase III)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
MelissaWhen statements and PLOs were approved we acknowledged that they weren’t perfect, but focused on whether they captured the important things. Very easy to get caught up in wordsmithing with so many people involved.Communication is an ongoing challenge – keeping department engaged and aware of what is going on. Also moving forward making sure we communicate these goals effectively to current and prospective students.Where do we go from here? Phase III examples – how do we more effectively assess PLOs in our courses, how can we improve communication about PLOs to students, course changes that are needed, potential other strategies to ensure uniform proficiency



Key Benefits
1. Collective input and 

ownership

2. Reflective practice 

3. Guiding future decisions

4. Improving student 
learning https://www.pryor.com/blog/leadership-and-teamwork/

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Melissa: One of the most valuable aspects of this process was the opportunity to come together and develop a shared understanding of what our goals are. It was also an opportunity to reflect on how our individual courses fit within the broader program structure.DannyMelissa: As I mentioned earlier, our program is truly at capacity. We now have a framework in place that should help guide decision making in the future – including decisions about hiring and curriculum development.Danny

https://www.pryor.com/blog/leadership-and-teamwork/


Our Recommendations
1. Take ownership of  the process

2. It’s a marathon, not a sprint

3. No buy-in, no point

4. No deadline, no progress

5. A good facilitator

6. Borrow our workplan

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Points 1 – 3 Danny�3. You don’t need consensus, but if there isn’t at least a small group of enthusiastic people willing to move this along, and a larger group of people who are on board and willing to be prodded along, then don’t bother. Biology had the good fortune of a very supportive department and their success is due to the widespread participation in their departmentPoints 4 – 6 MelissaWhen we started doing this I was reluctant to tell faculty to do things or set hard deadlines, and I now realize that you really need to do this if you want things to keep moving along. Having Danny participate has been invaluable. Having a neutral third party who can offer advice and facilitate meetings really helps with progressWe’ve created a pretty detailed workplan for Phase I and we are definitely learning a lot as we go so if you have any questions we would be happy to offer any help we can
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Presentation Notes
Melissa We wanted to start by acknowledging all of the people involved in delivering the biology program at MacEwan and involved in the program review. It has been a huge undertaking and would not have been possible without the support and effort of everyone in the department. 
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